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Located on a bluff overlooking the Amnicon River, the 35-foot tall Davidson 
grist windmill is an eight-sided sheet metal clad tower, topped with an octagonal 
revolving log turret. The turret carries a shaft on which eight wind blades 
are mounted.

Each face of the mill is eight feet wide at the base, tapering to five feet 
at the top of a 20-foot tall trunk. The tower's eight tamarack supports are 
enclosed by panels of white-painted sheet metal. The mill's only openings 
are four one-foot square windows and a small doorway at the mill's base. The 
revolving turret is constructed of hand-hewn pine logs and is capped by .a 
cedar-shingled conical roof. Two 25-foot tail poles are attached to the turret 
for turning purposes.

The mill's interior is divided into three levels: the main floor where the 
finished product i's collected and the gear assemblies are located; the second 
floor with the two millstones and grain hoppers; and the third level where the 
wind shaft, brake wheel and main drive gear are located. A 30-foot tamarack 
log is the main shaft for the mill's operations.

All interior mechanisms are original. The main timbers are hand-hewn and all 
other wood is hand-cut. Originally, the mill was encircled at the second level 
by a platform that was used to adjust the blade's sheets. This was removed ca. 
1940. The sheet metal"sails" that hung on the frame latticework blades were 
removed about the same time. The mill's sheet metal exterior was painted 
white ca. 1930.-- Otherwise the- structure is identical to a 1920 photograph.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Davidson Windmill is a rare American example of a northern European style 
windmill, and is significant for its historic associations with the development 
and commerce of northern Douglas County. It is one of the few fully intact 
gristmills remaining in Wisconsin.

The windmill's builder and original owner, Jacob Davidson, was one of the first 
homesteaders in rural Douglas County, settling on his 80-acre tract along the 
Amnicon River in 1887. Davidson had been a millwright in his native Finland 
where he worked in flour mills driven by wind power. Then known by the name 
of Jaako Tapola, Davidson was also a practiced shoemaker, carpenter and blacksmith. 
He worked on Canadian railroads after he emigrated from Finland in 1881.

Davidson began construction of the windmill in 1905. At that time, the closest 
gristmill was in Superior, eight miles away and largely inaccessible because 
of poor roads. Davidson's mill serviced a six-to-ten mile radius until 1926 
when, with the advent of the automobile and new roadways, it could no longer 
compete with the larger Superior mills. During operations the mill capacity was 
40 barrels a day, with an average price of 15£ per bushel of wheat. Other a 
materials ground were oats, barley, rye and peas.

History records that in 644 A.D. a millwright in Persia was the first to use 
wind to power a mill. Then, early in the 14th century in France, the tower 
mill was developed with a rotating cap that enabled millers to face the sails 
into the changing winds. This type spread throughout Europe to Finland where 
the common four-blade fan was replaced by eight blades. The tower mill also 
became very popular in the United States, particularly on Cape Cod and Long 
Island where there were few streams for mill power, but an abundance of ocean 
breezes.

Familiar with the Finnish windmills, Davidson designed his mill similarly, 
using a coffeepot to get the right proportions. Such tapering octagonal structures 
were known as smock mills in Europe, as they gave the appearance of a man 
wearing a smock with a caplike headpiece (the turret).

(continued)

1. Wisconsin Magazine of History, March 1942, p. 329
2. Ibid, p. 329
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8. SIGNIFICANCE continued

The octagonal turret was constructed of hand-hewn pine stumps, used because
of the need for curved corners where the logs from each side overlap. There
are no overhanging timbers. Nearly all other materials used were native to
the Amnicon Valley, with all the labor, including sheet metal work, forging
and carpentry, performed by Davidson and a few neighbors and children. Due
to the difficulty of cutting and hauling the huge granite millstones from the
Amnicon River, finding the straightest tamaracks for the mill's centerpole
and eight side supports, and making the intricate gear assemblies, the construction
process took four years. All the gear teeth are cut birch roots carefully
meshed together.

There are two sets of millstones; the set four feet in diameter is used for 
rough millwork, the other, six feet in diameter, is used for the finer grinding 
processes. The bottom stones are powered, through a series of gears, by the 
main shaft and, in turn, the wind blades. Utilizing two tailpoles on the mill's 
exterior, the turret can be rotated along a track on steel rollers so that 
the blades will face squarely into the prevailing winds. These wooden arms were 
never more than two-thirds covered with their sheet metal sails due to the 
strong winds off Lake Superior, 2.5 miles distant. It was planned to use a 
motor tractor and wooden pulley for auxiliary power. This option, however, 
was never used.

Idle since 1926, the mill remains in excellent working condition through 
continued maintenance by the owner. In 1956 the mill's severely deteriorated 
stone foundation, broken wooden blades and original cedar shingle roof were 
replaced, using similar materials. Ownershipiremains in the same family, 
whose house and surrounding log out-buildings are located in the valley below 
the windmill. The mill is one of the few grist windmills in the Midwest, and 
the only known Finnish mill in Wisconsin.

11. CONTINUED

Barbara Wyatt, Nomination Specialist

State Historical Society, Historic Preservation Division February 27,1979
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